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Abstract
The Gods are Dead examines the first contact of Christianity with
African  traditional  religion  and  culture.  The  basic  approach
adopted is content analysis of the selected video film, foregrounding
the narrative techniques used to project the Christian themes. The
film is  a  religious  one  with a  primary motive  of  projecting the
power  of  Christ,  as  a  living  God,  who  comes  to  the  rescue  of
humanity when He is called upon. It is a call for people to repent of
their wicked ways, to forsake all effervescent powers and turn their
faith to God. It is a caustic condemnation of African traditional
religion  and  a  call  for  people  to  embrace  the  goodness  and
faithfulness of God and remain in His steadfast love. The Gods are
Dead, produced by Mount Zion Ministries, is a reflection of the
contact  of  Christian  missionization  with  African  traditional
religion and the latter was dislocated.

Key-words:  Christianity,  Missionization,  Traditional  religion,  Video
film
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Introduction
As a popular art, film belongs to the creative arts, very much like

the theatre, painting, music among others, and is universally accepted as a
means  of  exploring  social  issues.  The  issues  which  in  the  main  have
attracted  producers  of  video  films  are  marital  problems  and Christian
doctrines, among others. The video film has been explored and exploited
by  evangelists  and  other  religious  organizations  in  relaying  biblical
messages to the public. These evangelists see in the Christian video, the
potential for mass indoctrination. The essence of this is to instruct and to
teach salvation. Christian video films are mainly the works of Christian
evangelists such as Mike Bamiloye, Segun Okeowo and Helen Ukpabio,
among others.
The  primary  motive  of  the  Christian  video  film is  to  proselytize.  It  is
mainly made for the purpose of evangelizing. The Christian video film
deals with the notion of hell and heaven, placing social actions within the
notion of spiritual salvation. The thrust of this paper is to attenuate the
fact that Christianity, a major force in the colonization of Africa, used films
for missionization purposes.  In this respect,  Elvon Jarret’s  The Gods are
Dead is analyzed.

Misionization in Nigeria: Historical Overview
In  November  1839,  twenty-three  leading  Yoruba  merchants  among  the
liberated  Africans  resident  in  Freetown,  Sierra  Leone,  through  the
Governor of Sierra Leone, wrote a letter to her majesty, Queen Victoria of
England, pleading with her,  to be graciously disposed to assist them to
return to their home country, Nigeria, and establish for them a colony in
Badagry.  These  freed  slaves  also  pleaded  with  the  Queen  “to  send
missionaries with us and by so doing the slave trade can be abolished,
because the dealers can be afraid to go up to the said place so that the
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Gospel of Christ can be preached throughout our land (qtd in Kalu Ogbu
18).

Consequently,  the Yoruba Sierra Leonians in Freetown emigrated
back  to  Nigeria  and settled in  Badagry.  Some however  later  moved to
Lagos  and  Abeokuta.  A  year  after  this  emigration  process  began,
Onabamiro states that:

The superintendent  of  the Methodist  mission
in  Sierra  Leone  received  a  letter  from James
Fergusson,  one  of  the  emigrants  in  Badagry
requesting  that  missionaries  be  sent  to  them
urgently.  The  request  was  sent  on  to  the
Methodist Home Committee in London and an
energetic  missionary,  the  Rev.  Thomas  Birch
Freeman,  was  deployed  from  his  station  in
Cape Coast to proceed to Badagry. He arrived
there 24 September 1842, a day since regarded
as  symbolizing  the  origin  of  Christian
missionary enterprise in Nigeria (18).

Following the example of the Methodists, the Church Missionary Society,
also sent Henry Townsend, a young twenty-six years old missionary to go
also to Badagry and Abeokuta (Onabamiro, 1983:19). The underlying aim
of  this  mission  was  to  cater  for  the  spiritual  needs  of  emigrants  of
Anglican persuasion. Henry Townsend was in Abeokuta for over 33 years
preaching, teaching, converting, counseling and occasionally getting more
than a little embroiled in the politics of the town (19).

Buttressing the above point, Gbadamosi and Ajayi, aver that “the
missionary  efforts  of  Townsend,  Crowther  and  Gollmer  at  Abeokuta
yielded some early fruits. Schools and Churches were built and on Feb. 5,
1845, the first converts were baptized” (qtd in Joel Adedeji 24). Following
the successes recorded by the missionaries in her colonies in Nigeria, the
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Foreign  Missions  of  the  American  Southern  Baptist  Convention  sent
Thomas J. Bowen in 1850. Bowen settled at Ogbomoso where he laboured
for several years. Scottish missionaries pioneered Christian evangelization
in the South Eastern part of Nigeria. In 1846, Rev. Hope Waddell of the
United  Presbyterian  Church  of  Scotland  arrived  in  Calabar.  Waddell
introduced schools and provided instruction within the compounds of the
various houses.

From  the  above  submissions,  we  can  posit  that  the  Christian
missionaries settled in three different regions, namely the Calabar area,
the  Lagos  estuary  and  the  Abeokuta  -  Lagos  axis.  Christianity  and
European civilization,  advanced by the missionaries  depended on each
other.  In  fact,  Christianity  was a  missionizing tool  in  the  hands of  the
missionaries.  The missionaries  used Christianity  to  create  a  new social
order  capable  of  potently  confronting  and  annihilating  the  traditional
religious beliefs of the people by imposing on them the religion which the
missionaries found to be very vital for salvation of the soul. They therefore
adopted  a  means  of  dominating  and  imposing  their  denominated
tradition, philosophy and religious practices. It was this underlying aim
that prompted biblical dramas and films as means of reaching the people.

The  essence  of  the  Christian  enterprise  therefore  was  to
Christianize  the  natives,  and  drama  was  a  willing  tool  in  this
proselytization mission. Drama was exploited and became a very potent
tool of the Christian ministry. Bakary Traore buttresses this view when he
notes as follows:

The  African  missionaries  tried  to  exploit,  for
purpose  of  religious  propaganda,  the
Blackman’s love for the theatre. The guilds set
up  by  the  missions  performed  their  usual
repertory.  The  aim  of  this  repertory  was  to
educate and teach morals hastening or clearing
the way for the process of Christianization (68)
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To facilitate their work, the missionaries set up a propaganda machinery
which ensured the enlightenment of a new set of ideas about God. This
was  achieved  through  secular  education,  entertainment,  art  etc.  The
missionaries  did  not  really  set  out  to  produce  gospel  based  plays  but
rather encouraged and produced some kind of theatrical entertainments
which evolved from Christian dictates (Ogbu 17). By 1830, the moral tone
of these plays began to wane from the doctrinal orthodoxy into a heavily
secular  form:  the  use  of  native  materials,  drums  and native  languages
were incorporated, which was in turn totally denounced because it was
inconsistent with the missionary ideals.

Drama later found another expression in the mode of Cantata, a
short  musical  work,  often  with  a  religious  subject  matter  sung  by  the
soloists and choirs, accompanied by an orchestra. It is usually written in
play form, complete with plot and theme. It is however for singing only
and not for acting. It received its first public presentation in 1886 by one
R.A. Coker with the “Joseph”. This was the first time a biblical story was
enacted,  and it  marked the era of sacred drama on the Nigerian stage.
Most of the themes were Bible based (Ogbu 18). This accounted for the
attempt  to  interlace  traditional  and  modern  modes  of  worship.  This
experiment  caused the  reworking of  traditional  masquerade songs into
gospel to the service of the traditional people in order to win them over to
Christ. J.A. Adedeji submits that:

Abeokuta  mission  started  the  movement
towards  the  native  drama  by  blending  of
Yoruba  and  European  materials  in  their
entertainment…  it  started  as  part  of  a
programme  to  encourage  non-Christians,
especially  ministries  and  adherents  of  the
traditional religions (39).
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These performances featured songs, recitatives, Yoruba farces and
plays.  This is  another attempt at acculturation.  This  also took a textual
format in church hymns, literary dogma and ceremonies in order to meet
with the needs of the indigenous Christians. Independent churches were
later to push further the frontiers of drama for overt religious purposes,
starting  with  the  indigenous  Christian  sects  known as  Aladura,  which
believe that what a true believer should wear is a white garment. When
Cherubim  and  Seraphim  Church  began  to  use  drama,  it  was  for
evangelism  and  edification,  which  paid  off  in  terms  of  increasing  the
numerical strength of the church. Indeed, the precedence provided by the
liturgical Mystery, Miracle and Morality plays of the Medieval period was
slightly and creatively followed (Ogbu 1 8).

The first performance was in 1931 in Lagos. It was a repeat of the
early concert format - dialogue, recitation and sacred songs. Even at that,
they were selective in the use of indigenous materials. For instance, the
use of Yoruba talking drums was excluded but they also used some other
cultural idioms in speaking to the musical concern of their audience. With
this, the seed of a new type of musical drama was sown, known as native
air  opera,  which is  not far removed from sacred songs and music,  but
within the perch of the operatic genre with music accompaniments. Ulli
Beier posits that:

The very first performances in Yoruba were the
church  moralities.  They  organized  plays  like
Adam  and  Eve,  Sampson,  Nativitia and  that
largely as a kind of fund-raising drive for their
Church,  and  also  to  give  entertainment  –  of
course,  to  put  across  the  Bible  story  to  the
literate audience (qtd in Ruth Marshal 65).
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Through this,  the gospel  was preached to  the  illiterate  audience
who needed more than the word of mouth’s sermon but also some kind of
vivification in grasping the gospel message. The early fifties witnessed a
new dimension in the native air opera, with the emergence of late Hubert
Ogunde, who was first a church organist of the Aladura Church. Through
his musical dexterity, dance dramawas introduced into native air opera.
He did some couple of shows starting with  The Garden of Eden and  The
Throne of God before quitting the church scene and took his art to the street
(Ogbu 19). Ogunde’s action signaled the beginning of professionalization
and commercialization of theatre and drama in Nigeria, first to the stage
and later to the screen.

Over time, many Christian persuasions especially the independent
Pentecostal Churches have worked within these confines of the stage and
screen, drawing heavily on the tradition of the Alarinjo theatre, especially
in post—colonial and post-SAP Nigeria. In the foregoing discussion, we
have shown how Christian missionaries used the medium of drama for
their proselytization purposes. With the creation of awareness, the need
for cultural nationalism necessitated the need for the indigenization of the
Church liturgy. Consequently, there was an admixture of traditional and
modern  elements  of  worship.  For  instance,  masquerade  songs  were
reworked into church songs in order to reach the mass of the traditional
audience.  Drama  at  this  point  was  still  a  veritable  tool  for  winning
converts  in the indigenous Christian sects.  At  what point then did the
religious films emerge?

Onookome Okome avers that  the history of  the religious film in
Nigeria began with the screening in Lagos of some Christian films for the
purpose of evangelism. It is on record that as early as 1907, the Catholic
fathers who were stationed in Lagos screened religious films as part of
their concerted effort to proselytize in the Colony ( 9).

Full-blown  electronic  proselytization,  however,  started  in  the
1970s/80s in Nigeria. This was the period when foreign evangelists like
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Oral Roberts,  Pat Robertson, the founder of CBN News programme, all
from the United States of America, invaded the religious space in Nigeria.
Following the successes recorded by these religious programmes in the
minds of the religious public, Nigerian preachers took advantage of the
electronic media to disseminate the church. For instance, preachers like
the late Archbishop Benson ldahosa, founder of Church of God Mission
International saw the mass indoctrinating potency of the television and
fully exploited it. The approach to proselytization through the electronic
media  is  now common.  With  the  advent  of  the  video  film in  Nigeria,
independent Christian producers and virtually all churches especially the
Pentecostal brand have inserted themselves into the electronic media.

Through  this  site,  the  church  discusses  and  disseminates  itself
through her multitude of Christian video narratives. Film producers have
effectively  used  this  site  to  re-enact  the  historical  collision  between
Christianity and African traditional religion. It is in this context that this
study will examine The Gods are Dead (Elvon Jarret, 2000) which re-enacts
this  collision  and  the  ultimate  dislocation  of  the  tenets  of  African
Traditional Religion.

The Narrative of  Missionization in  The Gods  are  Dead (Elvon Jarret,
2000)

The  video  film  was  produced  by  Mount  Zion  Ministries  and
directed by Elvon Jarret. The film focuses on the clash of two religions, the
Christian religion and African traditional religion. It treats the power of
Christ and that of the gods.

The story revolves around a particular village (Bodeajuwon) which
solely believes in Idol worship. They worship gods, Orisagbongbon and
his  subordinate  gods.  Annually  a  virgin  girl  is  sacrificed  to  the  gods,
during which there is a great festival of songs, dances and feasting. The
essence of the sacrifice is to cleanse the land. During one of such festiva1s,
a Christian brother enters the village to preach the word of God to the
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people. His work and mission is to convert the people of this village to
worship  the  true  living  God.  Brother  James  is  arrested  by  the  king’s
guards and brought to the king in his palace during the festivities. Before
the king, he states his mission and preaches the ‘word’ to him and his
emirate.

Though feeling insulted and angry, the king spares his life because
of  the  festival  in  town.  The  king  instructs  him  to  leave  the  town
immediately, making him to know that if he is seen within the vicinity of
the village, he will be killed. He is taken to the border of the village. James
turns back and walks to the village on observing that the guards had left.
He ventures into the bush, climbs a tree, calling on the Lord to come to his
aid. A few hours later, the king’s son Babunmi becomes critically ill. His
condition defies all  treatment.  A divination, requires the king to give a
sacrifice of palm oil, bean cake (Akara) and congealed already prepared
traditional  custard  (Agidi)  to  the  gods.  This  is  done  and  taken  to  the
village border. Instead of the gods eating and accepting the sacrifice, it is
Brother James who eats the sacrificial items and sleeps off while eating.
During  his  sleep,  in  a  dream,  he  sees  an  old  man  (Elvon  Jarret)  who
patiently  narrates  to  him  about  the  ways  of  the  villagers  and  their
unrewarding belief in the gods. The old man tells Brother James the names
of the gods and directs him to free the people from the bondage of the
gods.  While  he was sleeping,  the  guards discover him and also  get  to
know that he has eaten the sacrifice to the gods. He is taken back to the
king’s palace. The king is very angry because James disobeyed his orders.
He promises to sacrifice him to the gods.

While he is contemplating this, report filters in that the king’s son is
dead. The king becomes very sad for that was his only son. In order to
save himself, Brother James offers to revive the boy. He is given a chance
and he proves that his God is a living one. The king’s son is brought back
to life. This act baffles the king who wonders which of the gods could be
so powerful as to raise the dead. There and then, he accepts the stranger’s
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god as his own God. This annoys the Chief Priest who says the king is
harbouring a total stranger who has brought to the village a strange belief.
He becomes so angry that he storms out of the palace promising to invoke
the wrath of the gods on both the palace and village. Subsequently, the
Chief Priest goes to the evil forest, the habitat of the gods, inviting them to
send plagues and death on the land. Plagues are sent to the land, people
begin to die, pregnant women die at childbirth and the young become ill.

Despite  these  calamities,  the  king  remains  resolved  in  his  new
found faith. A couple of days later, the Chief Priest comes to the palace
demanding the stranger. He sends his personal guards to search the palace
for Brother James. James cannot be found because the Lord makes him
invisible to the Chief Priest and his guards. Only his bag is found. This
further astonishes the king who promises to maintain his faith in the Lord.
The Chief Priest and all other priests and chiefs, then gather together to
invoke a powerful plague on the king. All the chiefs in the course of events
had in one way or the other  persuaded the king to hand over Brother
James for sacrifice to the gods. At the moment of invocation of the plague
on the king, the Lord appears as an old man and stands before the gate to
the palace. When the demons encounter him, they are roundly defeated.
The Lord, faithful and steadfast, sends all curses back to the group. All are
killed, the entire village embrace Christianity, abandoning the gods’.  To
them the gods are dead for not being able to fight in their stead.

The  Gods are Dead is primarily a religious film. The motive of the
film is  to  sell  to  its  audience,  the good news.  It  is  a  fulfillment  of  the
biblical injunction, “Go ye into the world and preach the Gospel to every
creature (Mark 16:15). Like the Christianizing missionaries, Brother James
s the elected one to go to the village of Bodeajuwon to preach the salvation
of mankind through Jesus Christ. The film projects the power of Christ, as
a living God, who comes to your rescue when you call on Him and the
requirements and benefits of being a Christian. While on the other hand,
the traditional gods are epitomized as blood sucking and malevolent. Like
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the  ancient  Greek  gods,  these  traditional  gods  are  predators  on  man.
When invoked, they send plagues and death but cannot save lives, the life
of Babunmi, the king’s son, for instance, cannot be saved by them.

The overriding narrative technique used by the filmmaker is the use
of parallelism. This manifests on different levels. On one level, the fierce
looking Chief Priest who is the custodian of the gods, is compared to the
humble and benign instrument of God, Brother James. In the end, it is
James  who  through  prayers  restores  Babunmi  back  to  life,  this  act
emphasizing  the  overall  supremacy  of  God  over  all  other  gods.  This
particular  sequence  foregrounds  the  impotence  of  the  gods.  Also,  the
method adopted by the Chief Priest in communicating with the gods is
sharply contrasted with the method of Christianity. The former is through
incantations and divinations while the latter is through prayers, dreams or
visions. The method of Christianity is depicted once again as being more
effectual. There is a pervasive use of symbolism by the filmmaker in the
film.  The  staff  of  the  Chief  Priest  and  the  Bible  serve  as  symbols  of
authority for the gods and God respectively.

There is the use of parallel montage sequence at the climax of the
film. Here the Chief Priest and his subordinate priests are at the shrine of
Orisagbongbon invoking the seven deadly demonic spirits to attack and
destroy Brother James, King Alajuwon and his household who are also
praying for divine intervention to repel the evil  forces.  In this battle of
spiritual  warfare,  reminiscent  of  the  biblical  warfare  between  the  Baal
worshippers and God, it is God who triumphs. The old man symbolized
as the Lord using the symbolic blood of Christ neutralizes the power of
the  gods  and  kills  them.  The  Chief  Priest  who  hitherto  had  been
characterized  in  the  narrative  as  horrific  and  conceptualized  as  the
epitome of darkness is now exorcised and cast into hell. Once this is done,
the local people who are now converted, will live a blissful life, free from
the  darkness  initially  foisted  on  them.  The  cross  symbolizes  this
acceptance of the new faith.
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The film’s setting, a Yoruba rural village is abundantly depicted by
the resplendent  aso-oke costumes, Yoruba music and dance which aptly
depicted different atmospheric moods, and Yoruba linguistic nuances. The
film begins with a barbaric festival and ends in a convivial atmosphere
with a festival symbolising deliverance from primordial bondage and sin.
In the end the king is the one who proselytizes his own people, having
seen the light.

Mike Bamiloye a frontline Christian evangelist in Nigeria uses the
film as a means of outreach. He uses the film as a call for people to repent
of their  wicked ways,  to  forsake all  effervescent powers  and turn their
faith to God.  The Gods are Dead, as a film medium, is used to preach the
Gospel message that says “thou shall not worship any other gods except
God (Exodus  2:1L20).  The  Gods  are  Dead is  a  caustic  condemnation  of
African  traditional  religion  in  contradistinction  to  the  goodness  and
faithfulness of God to all who believe in him and remain in his steadfast
love. The film is a reflection of the contact of Christian missionization with
African traditional religion and how the latter was dislocated.

Conclusion
The Gods are Dead is evidently a religious film. The motive of the film is to
sell  to  its  audience,  the  good  news.  It  is  a  fulfillment  of  the  biblical
injunction, “Go ye into the world and preach the Gospel to every creature”
(Mark 16:15). The film projects the power of Christ, as a living God, who
comes to your rescue when you call on Him and the requirements and
benefits of being a Christian. The overriding narrative technique used by
the  filmmaker  is  the  use  of  parallelism.  The  Gods  are  Dead is  an  acrid
condemnation of  African traditional  religion in  contradistinction to  the
goodness  and  faithfulness  of  God  to  all  who  believe  in  Him  in  His
steadfast love.
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